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Abstract: Microbial forensics is focused on characterization of evidences from an act of bioterrorism,
biocrime, deception, or an unintentional release of a biological or chemical agent or toxin for
ascri ption purposes. Computational biology supports the rapid identification of microbial samples at
variety of levels of resolution such as family, species, strain and isolates by using different softwares to
assist in forensic analysis of microbes.
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INTRODUCTION
Microbial Forensics is a branch of
digital forensics. It involves the study and
examination of useful structured data
(information from underlying databases),
obtained from crime incidents. Microbial
forensics targets to discover and analysed
the patterns of deceitful actions [1].
Forensic examination of microbes
M i c r o b i a l f or en si c s e mp lo ye d
scientific methods to inspect evidences
related to bioterrorism events, bio
c r i me s,
d ec ep t i on s,
or
the
unpremeditated release of biological
toxins or for ascri ption reasons [2, 3].
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Bioinformatics implications in forensic
examination of microbes:
Bioinformatics applications involves the
use of techniques for recognition and
identification of microbes for sequence
analysis
of
microbial
genome
[4].Bioinformatics supports the rapid
identification of microorganism at various
levels such as family, species, strain and
isolate [5]. Wet lab techniques involves
sequencing, assembly and analysis of
genomic data to obtain refined forensic data.
Special algorithms responsible for large
scale sequence alignments and genome
comparison along with modelling tools to
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predict protein structure[6].These
techniques are based on authentic and
accurate examination and comparison of
microbial genome to identify gene
composition, predict protein motif /domain
and other regulatory networks involved in
virulence and transmission [7,8].
Bioinformatics tools and methods used
in forensic analysis of microbes:
- Massively parallel sequencing
(MPS): MPS is a disruptive technology
that has overcome the identification of
unknown pathogens, hoax microorganism
even in complex mixture samples. This
next generation sequencing (NGS)
involves the analysis of microbes and
genetically engineered genomes with
high throughput and speed employing
powerful bioinformatics tools for data
assessment [9]. MPS use cultureindependent methods to clinically
diagnose and monitor infections and
identify disease epidemics in real-time
[ 10 ] .T her efor e r educ in g c ost an d
turnaround time for characterizing any
mi c r ob e ei t her a b un da n t , t r a c e,
degraded or intact [11, 12].
- Metagenomics: it involves the direct
assessment of genomes present in an
environment sample [13].The disci pline
emer g es wi t h t he c lon i n g of
environmental DNA, followed by gene
expression later accompanied by direct
r a n dom
shot g un
seq uen c i n g
[14,15].Exploration of functional gene
composition of microbial communities
gives a much detailed descri ption than
phylogenetic surveys based on the
diversity of a single gene such as 16S
rRNA gene [16].Bioinformatics is
employed in metagenomics to identify
novel biocatalysts or proteins, linkages
analysis between function and phylogeny
for un c ult ur ed mi c r oor g a n i sms,
evolutionary profiling of community

function and structure, expression
profiling etc[17, 18, 19].
- Multilocus sequence typing (MLST):
A type of bacterial typing which uses
seven housekeeping genes, whereas locus
seq uen c e i s used for c ompa r i son
purposes [20]. MLST generated data is
stored in MLST library which consists
of sever a l da t a b a ses used for
identification and storage purposes [21,
22]. However MLTS has some limitations
like non universal genes panels and
insufficient species level resolution. In
such case MLVA provide additional
resolution of specific species [23].
- Multilocus variable-number tandemrepeat analysis (MLVA): A ribosomal
multiloc us sequence typi ng which
exploits 53 housekeeping genes to type
subspecies of bacteria [24] generating
sufficient biological data that is utilized
b y b i oi n for ma t i c i a n s i n spec i e
identification. [25, 26].
AMP HORA
( Au toMate d
PHylogenOmic inference): A panel of 31
housekeeping genes developed as genetic
markers to enhance taxonomic resolution.
These genes are common in all bacteria
and found to be resistant to horizontal
gene transfer [27].
- MetaPhyler: Another bioinformatics
program which aimed to analyse the data
from taxonomics profiler which uses
marker genes as a taxonomic reference
[28].
- Phyla-AMPHORA: it is a flavour of
AMPHOR2 that performs large-scale
phylogenetic inference using thousands of
phylum-specific bacterial phylogenetic
markers to enhance phylogenomic
resolution [29].
- PhyloSift: it enables phylogenetic
analysis of metagenomes using 37 PhyEco
markers to provide proficiencies for the
use of protracted and convention marker
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sets. Besides offers data simulation to
examine newly generated markers [30].
- mOTU: Metagenomic profiling using
40 marker genes with resolution at specie
level. Furt hermor e in cludes 1 1
phylogenetic markers for identification in
human microbiome samples [31].
Conclusion

Thus microbial forensics is an emerging
field that is facilitated with the tools and
softwares of computational biology. These
techniques provide an authentic and
accurate examination and comparison of
microbial genomic sequence to find gene
composition, protein motif/domain and
other regulatory networks.
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